Color doppler ultrasound of liver lesions: signal enhancement after intravenous injection of the ultrasound contrast agent Levovist.
Patients with focal liver lesions (hemangioma, focal nodular hyperplasia, adenoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, metastatic lesions, focal fatty lesion) received the ultrasound contrast agent Levovist (300 mg/mL and 400 mg/mL) intravenously. This ultrasound contrast agent (a suspension of micrometer-sized microparticles of galactose and microscopic gaseous bubbles) can pass through the lungs without impairment. After the administration of Levovist, increased color flow signals were detected in the liver. Five of 6 patients with metastatic liver lesions showed previously undetected blood flow in the rim of the tumor. In 4 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, enhanced signal intensity was observed in the vessels of the rim and in 3 of those patients in the center of the tumor. One patient with adenoma and one patient with focal nodular hyperplasia showed signal enhancement in the central area of the tumor. No signal enhancement was observed in hemangiomas, a focal fatty lesion, or in a carcinoid metastatic lesion. Levovist increased the echointensity of normal and tumor vessels in liver lesions. This new ultrasound contrast agent led to the detection of tumor vessels previously not detectable by conventional color flow imaging.